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PREFACE

One of, if not the single most misunderstood thing about the value

clarification approach--i.e. working with values in the classroomis the distinction
between the teaching of values (i.e. the "content" of people's values) and the
process of valuing.

The value clarification approach is concerned with helping individuals
utilize the seven processes of valuing, which according to Louis E. Raths are:

PRIZING one's beliefs and behaviors
1. prizing and cherishing
2. publicly affirming when appropriate

CHOOSING one's beliefs and behaviors
3. choosing from alternatives
4. choosing after consideration of consequences
5. choosing freely

ACTING on one's beliefs
6. acting
7. acting with a pattern, consistency and repetition.

The object, therefore, is not to instill a particular set of values. There is a
very important, indeed a fundamental distinction that needs to be made between
teaching the process of valuing and teaching the content of people's values!

This manuscript relates the experiences--the "initial efforts " -- of a
teacher who attempted to apply the value clarification approach with his eighth
grade social studies class. I admireand hope the reader will too--the openness
of the author's discussion of his successes and lailures, his uses and frankly
acknowledged abuses of the value clarification approach.

paw, One of the very "sticky questions" in dealing with the teaching of
value clarification skills (the valuing process as distinct from teaching specific
values) is the question of the "neutrality" or "non-neutrality" of the teacher.
Barry Kingman recognizes this, analyzes the alternatives (as he sees them), and
explains why he has opted for a directive approach--one characterized by honesty
and openness.

Stony Brrok, New York
AHA /HEP Occasional Paper Series E. Seifman (General Editor)
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latensivo ftaterials have already been written on value

clarification techniques. host of these oatorials, however; have

been written by professionals working at university schools of

education. it might be holpful to approach value clarification

from the other end and sod what difficultios teachers aro'having

in translating new techniques into classroom realities. In the

following pages I will discuss my classroom oxporioncos while

trying to dovolop the techniques discussed by Louis Raths and

his co-authotQ in Values and Toachins.

'laths defines values as docisions about the quality of our

lives and our rotation to socioty. Ho points out that what is

often idontifiod as an omotional problom is more likoly a valuo

problom. Symptoms of valuo disordor include apathy, inclocision,

inconsistoncy, ovor-conformity or ovor-dissont and role playing.
1

Raths would approach tios° problems with a seven-part valuing

I am a part-time teacher at Harbor Country Day School on
Long Island and a full -time graduate student in history at SUNY,
Stony Brook. Although my situation is somewhat unique, like most
teachers I Paco two general problems in trying to develop new
teaching techniques: I have not done pedagogical research on a
doctoral level and I have a busy schedule.



process;

I. Encourage children to make choices, and to hake
ChM rreely.

2. Help then discover and examine available alternatives
when faced with dhoteeq.

3. Help children weigh alternatives tt.oughtfully, reflecting
on the consequences Or each.

4. Encourage children to consider what it is that they
prize and cherish.

3. Give them opportunities to make public affirmations
of their choices.

6. Encourage' them to act, behave, live in ;Accordance
with their choices.

7. Help them to examine repeated behaviors or patterns
in their life. 2

Raths explains various methods for implementing those stops

with particular emphasis on the clarifying response and value

shoots. Clarifying responses are for brief exchanges botwoon

teacher acid student. Thoy aro not insistent, nor extensive.

Their goal is merely to got the student thinking in terms of t )io

seven parts of the value clarification process. Raths cites an

example of a student telling the teacher that ho is going to

Washington for the weekend. Instead of saying, "That's nice,"

the teacher asks if he is glad that he is going. The student thinks

and replies that actually he would rather stay home and play

baseball. 3

I first tried clarifying responses on a field trip. We wore

on a special museum beach and had been told not to climb on the

hill behind the beach because that would cause erosion. One

of my students noticed that students from another school were

breaking this rule and asked me to stop them, I asked her who



mho thoucht mhould he teaponsiblo tdt etadtettig the rules eh&

MIA nothing. The situation ifts smeleMhtt different ftois the Vdiihthgtoh

trip csamplo cited by Meths becaoso ay itmetion clearly slid that

1 did not think it was *y responsibility to be distipliniftg

children from other schools, at least not on this problem. ley

inaction also might have implied for her that I thought mho should

act on her displeasure rather than asking me to. 1 hoped, hoitevert

that my relation with her and with ether students was such that

oho would act according to her own idosioQ Sho did not Immediately

answer my question, but seemed to be thinking. Later that morning,

when sho saw some other children running on the hill behind the

beach, sho told thorn to stop it. They said that they wore local

children and not oven on a riold trip. She replied that she did

not oaro. Thoy still should not break tho rules.

Those last actions indicate a key problem in value clarifiea

tion. Had tho studont roally thought about tho problem of ruins

and who should onforco thorn or was sho moroly acting on what sho

thought was a mandato from mo for poor onforcomont? Toachors

working on value clarification do so in an atmosphoro porvadod with

personal and institutional influonces. In this atmosphoro Raths

wants the student to make choices and take responsibility rathor

than merely interpreting the teacher's desires. Yet all his

techniques could unwittingly be implemented within the

traditional context of maximum control. He is aware of the problem,

but merely says that the teacher must encourage the student to



think and make decisions for himself. Given the directive

nature of the socialization process, more than simple encourage-

ment is needed. (A possible approach to the problem is presented

in the last pages of this paper.)

Once when I answered a student comment with a clarifying

response, she replied with frustration that I was always asking

questions, I suspect that she wanted to establish a non-profes-

sional, personal contact with me and regarded my questioning as

an obstacle. The problem has not come up again perhaps because

as I became more at ease with value clarifying responses, I

could focus greater attention on the student and less attention

on how to implement the technique. In fact, after initially

distracted attempts which might have prevented personal contact,

I found that clarifying responses increased such contact. One

day at recess X asked a student on the basketball team if

basketball was his favorite sport and continued with other

questions based on Raths/model. The student was clearly pleased

that I had taken an interest and went on to discuss his sport-

ing activities. The exchange lasted only a few minutes, but

afterwards I felt I knew the student a little better,

Although clarifying responses have been the basis for very

personal discussions, these discussions do tend to be one-sided.

It is hardly fair to expect your students to open up to you,

while you remain aloof, To avoid this problem I occasionally

allow the students to reverse the questioning process and, tell

them about my life and my values.
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Although I have tried to vary my use. of clarifying responses

to cover all of 'laths' aspects of the value clarifying process,

I suspect I have settled into two or three types of responses.

After the first week of working on the technique I realized

that a majority of my responses were beginning with, "Are you

saying..." I also suspect that I have used clarifying responses
.

with only a minority of my students. To find out how limited my

use of the technique has become, next semester I plan t6 set up

a measurement system where for two weeks I will try to record as

many clarifying responses as possible, listing which of Baths' seven

clarifying ingredients was encouraged and the name of the student

involved. As closAy as possible, I will also try to record' the

wording of the exchanges once or twice a day.

Some of the students have begun imitating me and are

asking their own clarifying questions. Next- semester I would

like to encourage this more actively by explaining 'laths' model

to them. It might also be Helpful to initiate exercises where one

student explains his views on some issue and the rest of the

class questions him according to Baths' model.

The clarifying response has proved useful in ways not

mentioned by Baths. Once, while unsuccessfully trying to talk

to a student about her behavior in class, I unconsciously fell

into value clarification. I had been doing most of the talking

before this occurred. The clarifying responses, however, forced

me to say less and listen more. The student left pondering the

problem rather than feeling the resentment that had been clearly



present at the'beginning of the session.

I have also found clarifying responses helpful in seminars.

Often discussion is not fruitful simply because people are not

stating their thoughts concisely or because they are not saying

what they really mean. During a seminar last fall, when the

professor made some disparaging remarks about the use of film

as a medium for serious scholarship, I asked him if he meant that

only those who wrote could be considered serious historians.

Whan forced to make a clear choice concerning new types of history,

he retreated and admitted that film might have possibilities.

Once I caught myself using the Jlarifying response in a

distastefully destructive manner. Feeling frustrated and angry

after a difficult week, I used the technique to try to throw the

target of my frustration into confusion while remaining aloof.'

One could imagine a harried teacher on a difficult day falling

into the same trap.

Value sheets are the second technique that Raths emphasizes.

The sheets include a striking statement to draw the students'

attention to a value problem, and various questions to lead them

to Raths' clarifying process. He claims it is best to have the

students work on these sheets at home. The heated and threatening

discussions that often result from value discussions in class

4
are less eonducive to clear thinking.

During the field trip mentioned earlier, I noticed an

incident that seemed suitable for a value sheet. That morning,



when the bus arrived, the students got on making lots of noise.

The bus driver started to address them but they kept on talking.

They seemed to assume that if anyone spoke, it would be a teacher..

The bus driver got angry and made an .irate speech telling them

if the disorder continued the bus would not leave. The students

resented this, it seemed to me, in away that they would not

have resented a teacher. I was not sure to what degree class snob-

bery was involved. (My students are mostly upper middle class.)

The next day I assigned the following value sheet for homework:

I don't bother .to talk to people with low-paying jobs. They
are simply dull, If they were clever, they would be more success-
ful. They would make more money. These people are the failures,
the losers in life.

1. Do you agree with this statement? If solelaborate. If not,
what do you think about people who do not have lots. of money?

2. Why do some people have more money than others?

3. Would you be embarrassed to tell what you think about working
class people to a friend whose father worked in a factory?

4. How did you treat the bus driver on Friday's field trip?
Were your actions consistent with your answer to #1?

Most of the students wrote that they felt the same way

about poor people as anyone else, but then failed to carry

through consistently on the second question. They wrote that

some people have more money because they worked hard and got

an education. If I use this value sheet again, I will insert a

question asking those who gave this response to indicate if

hard work is worthy of respect. If so, does this moan that the



poor are'worthy'of less respect?

Since most students stressed the importance of education

for making money, I wanted to serve as a data source and point

out the conclusions of well documented research on American

education. For most poor children, the educational system

serves more.as a barrier than as a means for mobility. Even if

they work hard and are smart, it is much more difficult for them

to get a good education than it 'is for middle class or rich

children. When I mentioned these realities in the next class,

the students wore not responsive. I suspect I alienated them

because what began as an attempt to make the facts known ended

up as a much more subjective criticism of American education as

a whole, Behind a facade of data I was actually moralizing.

Another value sheet dealt with the problem of distributing

valuable resources in a social context:

Mr. Goelzer is a teacher at Mudville High School. His schedule
allows only five hours a week for helping individual students.
Just before the exam period most of his students wanted individual
help. Because time was short, Mr. Goelzer decided he would help
only those students who had done well in the past.

1. What alternatives were available to Mr. Goelzer in this situation?

2. What were the consequences of his decision?

3. Is the situation above at all relevant to your life?

4. Does the situation help us with the problem posed by Buddhals
maxim about occupations that injure others?

In spite of Rathsl warnings I tried to do this one in class.

What went on indicates that his warnings are at least partly



correct. The atmosphere during the discussion was friendly, but

there was inevitably a certain amount of face-saving going on

that limited honest exchange, I am reluctant, however, to give

up group discussion. If a student writing at home can do so

at leisure and without feeling threatened, he also loses the

instant feedback from an outside force that is so helpful in

ironing out ideas;

The goal of this value sheet was to make the students feel

the contradiction between a demand for equity in the distribution

of educational resources within the community of their class and

an acceptance of inequity in the distribution of both educational

and economic resources in the society at large. Bef47.re

beginning the value sheet we discussed what bias meant. I warned

them that the value sheet reflected my beliefs and that they

should try to identify them and then decide whether or not they

should be rejected.

The first two questions sparked a lively discussion that

revealed a problem in my hypothetical situation: for the students

it was not authentic. Their own experiences told them that when

a student needs help, teachers usually find time to provide it.

The class ended up discussing how the teacher might find more

time rather than how to distribute a needed resource available

only in limited quantities. If a situation for this sort of

value sheet arises again I will use the problem,of who should be

allowed to do how much talking durinc a class period when the



issue undor discussion is so controversial that almost ovoryono

wants to talk.

In rotrospoct I fool a bit sheepish about how I handled tho

last part of the class. The students wantod to continuo to

discuss how toachors might mako more time available for

helping students. I think this sort of discussion is healthy

because it can load students to an activo role in the school

community in which they spend most of their time. Instead'

of encouraging this discussion and using value clarifying responses

to establish the students' idoas on the naturo of student and

Coacher responsibilities, I made them continue with the value

shoot. I pointed out that they were receiving a larger share of

the educational resources than poor children and that when they

got a job, their high salaries would mean less money for the

wagos of the poor. Student participation in tho discussion was

mediocre. Perhaps many of the students were still thinking

about teachers giving help to students before an exam. perhaps

the connection between'the situation in the value sheet and

problems of wealth distribution was too obscure.

Those students who .made the connection identified my

beliefs on this issue and rejected them as unrealistic. This

would indicate at least partial success in attaining a major

objective. I have told the students that it would be wrong if

I did not speak up for what I believed in. I have also stressed

that the students should work out their own values and not just



aocopt what the toachor says. I havo boon concornod that tho

authority of my position would provont tho studonts from doing

this. This classmould indicate that the studonts are not afraid

to tako an:indopondont stand.

The impact of ,those two value shoots is difficult to Measure.'

In both cases the studonts failed to seriously consider contra-

dictions in their values, but they did develop an awareness that

attitudes about the poor and about education and mobility are

important issues. They also developed an awareness that some

People would object to the large portion of the available oduca-

tional resources they receive. Perhaps a groundwork' has been

laid that will help the students work out their contradictions

at some future time.

In future work with value sheets I especially want to avoid

the trap of the liberal or radical teacher debating his conser-

vative students. This alienates the students, I suspect, because

it is like a professional full-back using his greater size and

know-how:to dominate a high school football game. I should also

pay attention to how much talking. I do. If I want, to avoid

forcing my views on the students, then I should not allow myself

any more time to explain them than I would allow a student to

explain his.

There is, however, a distinction between stating beliefs and

questioning the students to clarify theirs. It is occasionally

helpful to control a discussion with close questioning in order
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to sot an example of how to clarify a value statement. Other

..timos it is helpful for tho teacher to completely withdraw, and

give the students a chance to do this on their own, or to have

a mixed discussion with periods of teacher direction and periods

of teacher withdrawal.

A strong segment of current educational thought would

criticize my value sheets for being too directive. The authors

of a widely used textbook on teaching social studies, Hunt and

Metcalf, call for teacher neutrality.5 Attempts at neutrality,

however, can do little more than create facades of impartiality

. while basic biases remain. Hunt and Metcalf end their book with

a series of chapters on problems in American life. But why select

problems? Why not the victories of the American army? One could

conceivably try to present a mixture of the good and the

problematic in American life, but how much of each? No matter

what balance was decided upon, someone with a different perspec-

tive could argue that the balance was distorted. Teachers are

faced with an inescapable reality that before material can be

presented to a class it must be organized. The manner in' which it

is organized is always subjective, reflecting the teacher's

beliefs. Further, there is so much material that might be

presented in any course that the teacher is forced to exclude

most of it. The manner in which he decides on this problem is

again based on his beliefs.

Unlike Hunt and Metcalf, Raths does not call for teacher



neutrality. In discussing tho value shoot technique, however,

he says that the, teacher's bias must not bo visible.
6

If one

accepts that bias cannot be eliminated, then Raths'

visibility criterion moans that the bias.must be hidden.

This leads to the distinction between direction and manipulation.

I would consider the former open and the latter secretive. Raths/

demand, therefore, becomes a demand for manipulation.

Even if it were possible to be neutral or create an

appearance of neutrality, such efforts would be lost in the

direction and manipulation implicit in the organization of

American schools. Teachers, in fact, are not allowed to be

neutral. They are important agents in a socialization process with

a very definite series of messages. Any teacher who encouraged

his students to come to school only when they felt like it or

who insisted on giving everyone in the class the same grade

would soon be without a job.

Since institutional and individual direction is inevitable

and to a degree even desirable (no one denies that we have a

responsibility to protect children from physical danger), the

best approach, it seems to me, is one of honesty and openness.

The teacher's responsibility here is an active one. He must make

a systematic effort to help his students identify and understand

the mechanisms and messages of his own direction and those of the

larger socialization process. Having done this, the teacher should



encourage his students to examine their socialization critically

and challenge what they do not like. Ho should be careful to

point out the realities of adult power and the punishments that

can result from resistance. The decision of whether or not to

resist, however, .should be left to the student.

With my own students this has meant a series of discussions

on the nature of respect, the implications of stability and

change, the power structure at our school, the purpose and value

of what we do in class, and the tension that often arises between

what is right and what the rules require. The results of these

discussions have been encouraging. After receiving a low grade

on a paper because she had not used any periods or capital

letters, one student came up to me and said that she thought

that writing in sentence form was distracting. I pointed out that

writing sentences would help the reader understand what she

was saying. She disagreed and a long discussion followed which

failed to establish any agreement; so I told her that the choice

was hers, but she should know that as a rule teachers do not

reward students who write run-on sentences. Another incident

involved a rather dull textbook we were using. I had decided to

use it because I felt that some of the data in the book was

important for basic needs like understanding the evening news

broadcast. The students complained about the book and convinced

me that it was doing more harm than good. It was dropped.

At times I have been concerned about the implications of
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my activities for other teachers and the principal of my school.

One student has presented a list of demands to the principal,

Others, I suspect, hdve become what some teachers might call

trouble-makers. However, considering t!le.fluid nature of

contemporary society (see Alvin Tofflor's Future Shock), there

can be little doubt about the value of such students. Since the

answers of .today might well be inappropriate for the problems

of tomorrow, it is important that children develop questioning

and innovative attitudes.

I have found the manner in which I direct my students

helpful because it allows me to speak up for and act upon my

values, while maintaining a degree of student autonomy. In

terms of power, of course, the students are at a disadvantage,

but this is a problem that adults also encounter as individual.

citizens facing powerful institutions.

Much remains to be done. For a more systematic measurement

o:1 how I have affected my students, I am worl;:ing on a series

of diagnostic questionnaires based on Bloom's taxonomy for the

7
saffective domain. As a supplement to those questionnaires,in

class I try to make a note of illustrative incidents and record

them in a file I am keeping on a sampling of students. During the

past few weeks I have been tape recording my classes in order

to measure what sort of interaction is occurring. I am continu-

ing experimentation with the variety of value clarifying

techniques that Raths has developed. Finally I am trying to
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develop new techniques that will encourage students to understand

`..and critically assess the socialization process which is such

an important part of their lives.
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